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Post midterm #1 (9/27-)

Intro to Sociology

Class 13 Notes

9/27

RACE: Terminology
Caucasian

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of one of the traditional racial divisions of 
humankind, marked by fair to dark skin, straight to tightly curled hair, and light to 
very dark eyes, and originally inhabiting Europe, parts of North Africa, western Asia 
and India

So What is "Race"?

A biological certainty?

For much of history, people assumed that race must equal biology (something 
coded in our genes, making it more meaningful in that way—> not just a matter 
of what you look like)

Scientific racism

What we recognize as science at any given moment is used to support 
actions and justify racism

Key example: phrenology (studying measurements of people's heads)

Things we have determined as racially important are very genetically superficial 
(they are not meaningful/ indicative in terms of the sorts of accusations)

Social Darwinism, Great Chain of Being, Manifest Destiny
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if your home is of different starting value or you don't have home 
because of past practices, you will still be impacted by them

Conley argues that it is not about race per se but the accumulation of wealth 
that then impacts education, employment and wages

Follow-up to Conley (Sociologist Alexandra Killewald)

uses exact same dataset that Conley did but she comes along a bit later

extends the time frame 

updates after 1994

uses a better measure of debt (negative wealth)

many of the people in this dataset had debt and Conley put every person in 
the study who had debt at a wealth of $1

Killewald used the actual debt statistic (negative number)

finds that median wealth of typical white households is 20 times that of typical 
black households in 2009

20% of this difference can't be explained by class factors (education, job 
type, wages, etc..)

race writ large

meaning that 20% isn't just about historical racism but about recent 
racism like getting a job

about this intergenerational impact 

Intro to Sociology

Class 18 Notes

10/8

Response Paper

easier if you do speak about your finances but you don't have to 

Intro to Sociology

Class 19 Notes
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tolerable: greater, but acute hardship, assumed to have relationship support to 
cope

toxic: strong, frequent, or prolonged with insufficient support

magnitude and duration are most important for this definition

can impact neurological and other system development in children

increasing understanding of "critical windows" in biological system 
development that can't be made up later even with improved circumstances

Adversity

can lead to what is effectively accelerated aging effects

further impacted by adult context: stress and environmental issues that can lead 
to poor health and disruptions to circadian rhythms in particular

there is a speculated "chronic pro-inflammatory phenotype" that could be 
relevant here, but so far, there is limited causal evidence for this

some correlations between inflammatory outcomes and stress

article discusses separate though interconnected elements from 
institutional, cultural and interpersonal discrimination that all contribute to 
systematically different outcomes

doctors worry about considering biology of race and ethnicity will lead 
to lack of concern and understanding of social-structural conditions 
that affect these communities

Resilience

many concrete strategies are suggested here as ways to ameliorate these 
systematic problems

one relatively "new" focus is on the idea of resilience: how people cope or 
bounce back from a variety of things, both mentally and physically

bolstering resilience often looks like self-affirmation, and while early work is 
encouraging it is not always clear how to make this a systematic solution

Class 29 Notes
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c. most damaging type of repression: hard to prove, makes it difficult to trust 
members/ continue movement

generally speaking, covert form is the most difficult/ problematic type of movement

so why do social movements start in the first place?

relative deprivation theory

usually about $ but possibly other grievances

people feel economically deprived relative to some other group or relative to 
what they think they should be able to attain (based off of objective educational 
or job characteristics)

voting power 

could be objective or subjective deprivatio

used to explain certain elements of the civil rights movement where black 
people were repressed ecoomically

subjective: could be that they aren't actually objectively deprived but that they 
just think that- can be enough to get them to organize movements

the issue here: there is heavy emphasis on these psychology variable but not always 
a robust measurement of them

we assume that they are present without necessarily verifying them in any way

general process generally has merit

resource mobilzation model

always taken a broader approach besides just the financial where we assume that 
things like networks may be resources and other things in our cultural toolkit that 
can be sufficiently available and tapped into to start a movement

people have resources (not just financial, but also cultural, social, moral); 
movements happen only when these resources become available and are activated

these resources are not static: they ebb and flow based off of what is important 
to individual people and societies as a whole

framing theory
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no reason why we shouldn't be doing this if we are genuinely interested in reforming 
people and reducing crime

12/01

systems where officers are given promotions or bonuses for meeting certain arrest/ticket 
quotas

even if you enter the system as a good person, there are pressures that push you to behave in 
other ways

systematic problem and not just individuals impacting the system

12/08 

Review Discussion

4 Questions

1. Can we go over the deterrence theory again and maybe look at examples? I understand 
general and specific deterrence but the definition surrounding the actual theory itself is 
confusing to me.

2. Can we go over general overview of social control theory and strain theory?

3. I am a bit confused on the national authority structures discussed in class. Can we go 
over nation state vs. State vs. nation?

4. if a tree falls video- how can we tie that into past terms and learnings?

a. eco-terrorism groups that would go to lumberjack places and set them on fire 

b. discussion about morals and ethics because they tried to make sure nobody was hurt 
but they were hurting business 

c. social movements

i. concrete tie to social movements

d. specific type of social movement 

a. terrorist and eco-terrorism
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